Sleep disturbance at altitude.
The aim is to describe the impact of altitude upon sleep, the physiology that underpins these changes and the therapeutic solutions that are currently in place. On ascending to altitude, lowland residents commonly experience some degree of sleep disturbance. Occasionally, this can prove very uncomfortable and impact upon daytime activities. Historically, the underlying cause of sleep disturbance was thought to be due to the effect of periodic breathing. However, recent research has shown that the link between periodic breathing, lighter stages of sleep and arousals is far from convincing. Instead, it appears that hypoxia has a far wider effect upon sleep at altitude than was previously thought. A number of new approaches to the treatment of sleep disturbance at altitude have recently been identified. Whereas some treat the underlying hypoxia through pharmacological or technological means, others seek to address the symptoms of sleep disturbance more directly. Many of the current approaches to treating sleep disturbance at altitude have been shown to be well tolerated and successful, although few comparisons have been made. Future research is likely to focus upon matching the safest and most successful approach to the individual and their environment.